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The window facing north symbolizes 

Pentecost and the Resurrection.  

Using the same graceful,  

heavenward lines as in the west  

window, the artist shows the brilliant 

flames of Pentecost ascending in 

one arc. In another opposite arc  

the Dove, symbol of the Holy Spirit, 

descends to bring the message of 

salvation to a waiting world under 

the protection of the cross of the 

risen Christ. The upward curving 

lines surround a graceful white Lily, 

a symbol of the purity of Christ. 

In both windows the water flowing 

downward nurtures the flowers of 

the earth and then becomes the 

ocean. 

Throughout the designs of the  

windows are small crosses  

representing the lives of disciples, 

apostles and saints, reminding one 

of the centuries of dedication and 

martyrdom given to preserve  the 

church. 

The handcrafting of faceted glass 

differs from making smooth stained 

glass. It comes from the same  

bubbling hot liquid, but it is poured 

into 8 inch square molds, 2 inches 

thick. 

These are then chipped with a  

double-edged hammer to create  

the facets and to form them to fit the 

patterns. Great flexibility is available 

because epoxy, not lead, is poured 

between the colored pieces,         

allowing the outline of the design to 

vary in width. 

The epoxy also carries the design 

so that the windows are as beautiful 

outside as within. The combining  

of colorful staining and faceting  

presents a magnificent jewel-like 

vision. 

 

The window facing west speaks of 

the sacraments of Holy Communion 

and Holy Baptism. 

Uppermost are the symbols for Holy 

Communion. The grapevines twining 

to the right and the stalks of wheat 

curving to the left lovingly enclose 

the Chalice and the Wafer, symbols 

of the Blood and Body of our Lord 

Jesus Christ who was sacrificed  

for us. 

Baptism is represented by the 

mighty triangle of the Trinity,  

enclosing the traditional Shell  

pouring forth the waters of Baptism. 

On the right the Dove, symbol of 

 the Holy Spirit, bring to mind the 

significant moment during Jesus’ 

baptism when John the Baptist  

bore witness saying, “I have beheld 

the Spirit descending as a Dove out 

of Heaven.” 

The flowing water also reminds one 

of the “living water” offered for the 

nourishment of our souls. 

Originally from Munich, Germany,  

Conrad Pickel immigrated to  

Pittsburgh at age 21, already  

trained in stained glass design.  

After working in many studios 

across the United States he  

founded his own workshop in  

Milwaukee in 1947. It quickly  

grew into one of the premier  

studios in the country. 

 

In 1976 Mr. Pickel transferred his 

workshop to Vero Beach, Florida, 

where today, at age ninety, he  

continues to design. Production  

is under the capable direction of  

his son Paul. 

 

The studio keeps on developing 

new techniques for stained glass, 

faceted glass and mosaics.  

Pickel designs may be seen in 

churches and other structures all 

over the world. One commission, 

The Resurrection Mausoleum in 

Chicago, is the world’s largest 

stained glass window according 

 to the Guinness Book of World  

Records. 
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